
thick webs for good lateral-load resistance and tapered flanges helpful for self-alignment of trolley
wheels. Recently, proprietary tracks described above have been increasingly gaining in popularity.
The runway beam suspension and bracing details for underhung cranes are the same as for mono-
rails, except that only one of the two runways needs to be laterally braced to allow for variations in
alignment and crane deflections.3

Since both monorails and underhung cranes can use the same design of patented track, they can
be interconnected by various interlocking devices and switches. The resulting combined crane cov-
erage can be custom-tailored to the process at hand, yet very cost-efficient.

15.5.3 Design Data

An example of minimum clearances required for single-girder underhung cranes is given in Fig.
15.8, reproduced with permission from Ref. 12. Figure 15.8 also includes maximum crane-wheel
loads, crane weights, and hoist data. ANSI MH 27.1 provides additional information on some design
issues relating to underhung cranes.

As explained in Sec. 15.4.5, rafters of main frames which support underhung cranes should have
two-sided welds connecting the flanges to the web.

Whenever proprietary runway-beam sections, stops, or switches are specified, it is best to let the
crane supplier provide all of them for the sake of product compatibility. Standard-section runway
beams can be provided by the metal building manufacturer if required by contract.

15.6 TOP-RUNNING BRIDGE CRANES

15.6.1 System Description

A typical top-running bridge crane is supported on building columns and provides crane coverage
for most of the aisle—the space between the columns. Crane movement is effected by two end trucks
riding on top of rails supported by runway beams. The speed of travel is generally higher than that
of underhung cranes.

The crane bridge can consist of a single girder that carries a trolley hoist traveling on its bottom
flange monorail-style (Fig. 15.9a), or of a double girder that supports a top-running trolley (Fig.
15.9b). Double-girder cranes can lift heavier loads and can accommodate greater lifting heights than
single-girder cranes; even greater loads can be lifted by box-girder cranes.

Top-running bridge cranes are mostly electrically operated, except for some single-girder mod-
els, and are normally controlled by pushbutton pendants. Some heavy box-girder cranes feature
operator-controlled attached cabs.

Single-girder top-running cranes are limited in lifting capacities from 1 to 10 tons and to spans
from 20 to 60 ft. They represent a good choice for budget-conscious owners whose modest material
handling needs can be satisfied with the crane of a low service classification. A sample of dimen-
sional and loading data for single-girder cranes is shown in Fig. 15.10.

Double-girder pendant-operated cranes can lift from 5 to 25 tons, can be designed to higher
service classifications, and can span from 30 to 100 ft. The lifting requirements in excess of 25
tons normally call for a box-girder bridge. Some cab-operated box-girder models can lift 250 tons
and span up to 100 ft. Double-girder bridge cranes with top-running trolleys offer the largest lift-
ing distances of all the crane types discussed here, and models with low-headroom profile are
available for those cases where a few extra inches of headroom are worth the inevitable sacrifices
in span and lifting capacity.

An example of dimensional and loading requirements for double-girder cranes is given in Fig.
15.11. (As with all such tables reproduced in this chapter, the cranes produced by other manufac-
turers do not necessarily conform to these data.) For all top-running cranes, a minimum overhead
clearance of 3 in and a minimum side clearance of 2 in are required by CMAA 70 and CMAA 74.
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FIGURE 15.8 Dimensional and loading data for single-girder underhung cranes. (FKI Industries, Inc.)
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